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Abstract. The study was conducted to examine the course development process during which the perception of paralegal’s role in local communities of Ukraine was shaped. Based on action research and critical social work paradigm the study demonstrates the role of training participants in constructing new knowledge, and how the understanding of paralegals concept in Ukraine had changed under their influence. The findings from a few cycles of action research reveal that there are fewer limitations to be a paralegal in Ukraine, as it was presupposed, paralegals role has shifted from only service brokerage and providing information, to conflict-solving, and providing new initiatives in local communities, moreover, the educational program for paralegals was changed in terms of their requests and according to their regional specifics.
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INTRODUCTION

The idea of paralegals is not new for a set of countries in different parts of the world: Philip- pines, Moldova, South Africa, China, the USA [1, 4, 9, 10]. But there wasn’t any paralegals’ experience in Ukraine till 2016 when the International Renaissance Foundation decided to implement paralegals work in local communities. In regional centers of Ukraine and large cities, the level of access to professional social workers or lawyers is quite high, educational institutions produce new specialists each year. But at the same time, plenty of communities do not have free access to such specialists, for example, in such communities as remote mountain villages, small towns, "dying out" rural areas, closed communities of indigenous, poor people, etc. Traditional legal aid providers do not always take into account the peculiarities of working with the poor, the vulnerable social groups, lawyers are looking for financial gain, complex legal cases. But the need of local communities is not in difficult cases but simple information and consultation. Moreover, people do not trust lawyers and think they are too expensive, so people either solve their problems in non-lawful ways or just don’t solve problems. This attitude and resources distribution causes other ways to seek legal assistance and social support. Community paralegals are the answers to those problems. They are community volunteers who communicate in a clear language, have authority and trust in their communities, understand difficulties and problems, they are actively involved in community life [11].

The researcher was involved in the process of developing a community paralegals network from the very beginning within the advisory board, and decide to take the action research framework for constructing this process. Principles of action research arise from the idea of empowering people, and this is one of the main principles in social work practice. Action research in social work is based on recognizing strengths in all clients [2]. So when the researcher faced the need to develop a new construct of paralegals in Ukraine, which has to be explored and experimentally constructed, the answer to this need was action research as an intervention. The main idea was to bring people from various social and political contexts and backgrounds to identify, investigate who can be a paralegal in Ukraine, concerning the set of problems that faces local communities in Ukraine.

Action research was taken as a framework because all of the decision-making process –from
the formation of research questions to the interpretation of the findings—everything was experimental and new to Ukrainian realities. Action research in this process was considered as a participatory process carried out by people affected by a problem or concern, concerned with developing practical knowing, it seeks to bring together action and reflection, often using a cyclical process to increase their understanding of the real problem before moving towards a solution—shared new knowledge [8]. In this way, stakeholders became co-researchers: trainers, experts, the organization team, paralegals. As action research, the study was composed of cycles of reflection and action [7], and by these means, main initial ideas about who can be a paralegal, what their educational program should include, and their roles in the communities have been changed based on the participation of paralegals in the process. Their inclusion was based on the main principles of participation in action research to develop knowledge through empowering dialogue about modern views on critical social work paradigm [3, 6].

In the study researcher aimed to encourage participants to influence the process, so the closest understanding of the term “participation” in this survey is within the context of promoting development. Within the critical social work paradigm, effective participation recognizes not only the importance of involving all stakeholders in the development process [12], but also analyzing if doing so really increases the capacity of all to use the results of mutual decisions [5].

So the aim of this study is to review the creation of a new short-term training course and to analyze whether the less powerful group of the participants—paralegals (community advisers as they called under Ukrainian tradition)—are able to influence the study and to construct a new knowledge, and how the understanding of paralegals concept in Ukraine had changed under their influence.

There’ve been held 4 cycles of the research, there were a set of methods used within the research design in each cycle. Methods, cycles, groups of research participants, and the decisions which were made during each cycle are indicated in Table 1. This paper focuses on community advisers (paralegals) perceptions and statements expressed during the different stages of the cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle number</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Research participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions. 1 cycle: from the initial expert meetings to the end of the 1 training module for community advisers</td>
<td>Desk-review analysis</td>
<td>Vision of the training programme topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training for trainers</td>
<td>Training methods selected for each topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>Primary decisions of who can be a paralegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational process</td>
<td>Decisions of what was useful within the training course, course redesign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections</td>
<td>Feedback forms on community adviser activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions. 2 Cycle: 2 (Southern) set of community advisers</td>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>Vision of paralegals’ network development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational process</td>
<td>Decisions of what was useful within the training course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections</td>
<td>Feedback forms on community adviser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**The course development process.** The process of this course development was designed in four steps.

The first step as international educational program analysis. Based on this analysis experts decided to make the course practical, designed as a set of training. All topics were united into three educational modules – “Human rights”, “Community life”, “System changes and cooperation”, each of these modules lasts for three days, so the whole course lasts 9 days.

The second step was experts’ meetings which were aimed to develop course content. According to experts' vision, the “human rights” module is dedicated to the understanding of the concept of “human rights” and introduction to basic human rights ideas. In particular, paralegals should achieve the idea of what human rights are, how to define situation of human rights violations, understanding the idea and the nature, and types of discrimination, understanding the characteristics of discrimination in different spheres of life, understanding of how to use this knowledge (consumer rights protection, labour rights, algorithm of what to do in those cases of violation, rules, and implications of contracting, including credit and online purchases. Also, the course participants should be familiarized with regional social services networks and free legal aid systems (governmental and non-governmental organizations) within this module. The second module “Community life” is focused on the understanding of community resources for problem-solving. Module “System Changes and Collaboration” provides an understanding of the process of effective communication and integration of various services into the community. Also, this section covers the attraction of funds and the writing of project applications. Each section of the curriculum is composed of three components: theory, practical examples, visualization [11].

During the third step a pool of trainers was formed by the method of “snowball” – that is, each expert advised at least two trainers on the topic they were developing. Practitioners from regions were also selected on the criteria that they have training experience so they could conduct training for paralegals based on developed educational programs. Thus, a pool of 35 trainers was formed – 12 in the first module, 12 in the second module, 11 in the third module. All trainers are practitioners in a human rights, service organization or legal aid organization.

The fourth step in the development of the educational program was training for trainers (TOT). A group of selected trainers presented the content of the program with the proposed teaching methods. The trainers were grouped in three by modules' topics, in those groups they worked in small teams on topics. After that, these teams presented their work (elements of their training sessions) for teams that represented other modules. Thus, at the end of the 3-day training, each trainer had feedback from colleagues on the relevance of the key issues, and on the training methods, they’ve chosen. In addition to all, TOT participants had the opportunity to discuss the content of the entire course together. All of them had an understanding of the whole course and the connections between different topics. Also as trainers were put in real situations, they could...
change the methods if some of them were ineffective. An important part of the TOT was a focus group discussion where trainers and experts brainstormed around paralegals and their functions in Ukraine, as well as the results of the discussions, was the initiated decision to call the Ukrainian paralegals “community advisers”.

According to the discussion results community paralegals activities in Ukraine significantly differs from paralegals activities almost all around the world. In particular, their activities supposed to be less attached to legal advice, but more to social services, and services brokerage.

*Experience of engaging and training community advisers.* The first all-Ukrainian competition to take part in a community adviser’s educational program took place in 2017. 30 participants were selected from 450 who applied. At the end of the third module, 23 participants passed the pilot training course and became the first set of community advisers. In 2018, the community continued to be recruited and expanded - regional competitions and training of community advisers were held. Representatives from the southern regions of Odesa, Mykolayiv, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions studied in Odesa (Southern (2) set), and training for advisers from Kharkiv, Poltava, Donetsk and Luhansk regions were held in Kharkiv (Eastern (3) set).

The feedback from training participants allows determining changes in a vision on community advisers’ decisions. In their feedback forms, community advisers left requests to the training program redesign. Such a redesign was made three times.

There were feedbacks from the first set of community advisers. They requested such changes: changes in the order of the educational modules 2 and 3, decrease attention to the decentralization process for community advisers told they are common with the topic, but increase attention to the budget processes at the local level. And also community advisers complain that the language is too difficult. The nationwide (first) set formed a request for leadership topic, but since it happened within the last module, a separate session on this topic was held for them in addition to the educational program.

After the first educational module of the second set, it appears that there were three topics of particular interest to community advisers in the region. They requested those topics to be included in the course: safety, public health, and education. Changes to the program were made in response to this request. As far as new health and education reforms in Ukraine are implemented, these topics were also included in the training program for the Eastern (third) set of community advisers.

After the third training module, community advisers of the Third (Eastern) set asked for more information about mediation, and other ways to resolve conflicts. Experts didn’t take into account the regional specifics. In particular, there is an ongoing armed conflict with Russia in the Eastern part of Ukraine, and the region is divided into two parts – Ukrainian territories which are under Ukrainian rules, and Ukrainian territories that are occupied. There is only one person from occupied territory in the 3rd set, because it’s difficult to go out and back to those territories, and there were more people who applied and were chosen, but they didn’t come to the educational part. Still, the conflict-solving topic is of extreme interest for the whole 3rd set. They indicates many problems in their communities: destroyed buildings which are to rebuild, but the local governments have their view of what should be done in the community, they don’t arrange consultations with the community members, there are also a lot of soldiers, and internally displaced people who moved from occupied territories to the closest communities. So there are many conflicts between these people who are new to the community, and usually, they have a proactive position, and the local government, who usually prefer to change nothing.

It is worth to note that community advisers influence the vision of what paralegal should do. For example, during the second cycle, it appears that community advisers do way more than was expected from them. One of the participants shares her experience of initiating a baby-club in the community.

“The idea of creating a Baby Club originated from the lessons of a community adviser with her little daughter. The community adviser decided to share her knowledge about babies’ development. Since she works in the library, she decided to create a baby-club on the base of the library. For the organization of the club, the community adviser conducted a small survey among library users who have children from 2 to 5 years old and gathered a group of 5 children. So once a week community adviser or volunteers she in-
volved work with kids to develop their speech, senses, motor skills”.

Another community adviser opens the education allow club based on the library. She took informational leaflets from the government legal aid provision centre, and she made a stand in the library, where everybody can take leaflets. Also, she organized public disputes on problems in rights realization to reveal problems that are actual for the community. So community advisers started to organize their volunteer initiatives in their communities.

During the third cycle, community advisers show their creativeness in their initiatives. They began to unite in groups to solve typical problems in the region. They unite in several groups for now with different topics: “School mediation”, “Youth leadership support”, “Action against domestic violence”, “Community safety”, “Roma integration”, “Instruments to influence local governments”. Mostly those groups are regional, except for the group that works on youth leadership support.

*Community advisers influence on the vision of who can be a paralegal.* During the first cycle, experts decide upon a set of limitations about who can and who can’t be a paralegal. But after the first set of community advisers’ education, those limitations were changed.

First of all, the limitation for priests was canceled. There was a very active participant in the first set, he is a Roma activist, he usually took leadership. At the end of the course, it reveals that he is a priest in his community. If he wrote that in his motivation letter, he won’t be chosen for the course, but in fact, it wasn’t a problem, and he fits all of the other criteria in his community.

The same situation was with another community counselor, who was a representative of local government but didn’t mention that in his application. He also fits the criteria: he has trust, authority, and respect in his community.

After these two cases, limitations for priests and government representatives were canceled.

So, the study proves the ideas of other researchers has been widely discussed in recent social work literature internationally [2, 3, 6] that taking a participatory approach within the action research could be helpful in introducing new social work community practices and that modern educational formats must fashion itself to be ‘fit for purpose of community development.

This study shows that not only community advisers have an influence on the research process of the action research, but also changes they’ve made were crucial to the understanding of who can be a community adviser in Ukraine, what they can do, and what they should learn.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study, the question was if community advisers (paralegals) could make changes in the decision-making process about their community. And they influenced the ideas of who can be a paralegal in Ukraine, what they can do, what they should learn. There are also some observations in the process which should be taken into account by anybody who wants to construct a new role in the society (or name an existing role that wasn’t differentiated as a set of specific activities), teach a new complex constructs, and work with local activists, utilize the action research within the critical social work model. Here are those observations:

1. The experience of Ukrainian paralegals shows that experts should have taken into account the community contexts, but they couldn’t because they are experts in certain topics on the national level, but not in regional communities tendencies. This can be seen in the example of the educational program design that was changed under the paralegal’s influence and by the topics of community advisers initiatives, such as «mediation» and «community safety». It means that community advisers are experts in those community contexts. So this is a shift in the understanding of expertise in studies aimed to discover regional tendencies.

2. Understanding this point of expertise means that a researcher should think over the ways to involve people who usually are not considered as experts in the process of the research. In this study, it was done by the means of collecting feedbacks because those feedbacks are individual. Paralegals in a group tend to listen to leaders or «known-experts» and agree with them on public, but in their private feedbacks, they open their point of view which can be different. The idea here is to listen to everyone as everyone is an expert.

3. Such educational designs as in this study can be applied in teaching a group with a new role to society or a certain community, for new concepts usually need specifications and those changes are possible in such a model.
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